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Global Space Partnership for Sustainable Development Goals
for the coordination of
the development, operation, utilization
of space-related
infrastructure, data, information, services
for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
Tools for Result Based Management

Space for Development Profile
assessing and monitoring space capabilities in a country

Monitor

Act

Space Solutions Compendium
Providing adapted and timely solutions
Supports the identification of targeted activities at country level by identifying gaps/opportunities in space application domains; it identifies changes over time;

On a global level it can provide an aggregated view of general gaps and can be used as a reporting tool at global/UNOOSA level;

Decision support tool for Member States and UNOOSA;

It is connected to SDGs.
Space Solutions Compendium

Key Purpose

- Solutions that can be linked to indicators.
- MODULAR: any partner can propose solutions. Solutions need to be linked to an indicator (actually solutions could also propose a way of measuring the impact as impacts need to be measured)
Capacity Building Network

ToR

- Network of universities, institutes, NGOs
- Commitment by members to implement a capacity building activity (fellowship programme, training course, event, ...) that supports Space2030
- The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Space for Development Profile shall be guiding frameworks for the expected contributions of the CBN Members
- Members will report on the implementation and outcomes
- Membership is limited to a defined time period and automatically ends when the entity is no longer engaged in a relevant activity
- Members can present themselves as part of the “Capacity Building Network in support of the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs”
- UNOOSA will submit an annual report on the achievements of the CBN
- The CBN can be kick-started with a “Call for proposals”
- UNOOSA will provide no direct financial support to any of the CBN members
Global Compact for Space
Gate to the Global Partnership for SDGs

Facilitate access to data and services
Facilitate country access to flight opportunities and associated technologies
Participate and bring the space community views into policy discussions
Coordinate capacity building; define and oversee specific actions

Global Space Partnership for SDGs

Space Assets
Users' need process
Space Systems capacities Coordination process

Core processes

Space for Development Profile
assessing and monitoring space capabilities in a country
Capacity Building Network
Coordination of CB Partnerships
Space Solutions Compendium
Providing adapted and timely solutions

Programme coordination
Reporting
Support to countries

Feedback
Disaster risk reduction - Mitigation and adaptation to climate change - Linkages to sustainable development and resiliency of space based systems

Focus: building resilient societies and aligning efforts of the Office to contribute to the Sendai Framework through UN-SPIDER programme as well as to the adaptation efforts of the Paris agreement on climate change and towards the attainment of the SDGs

The strategy, in a form of a report under this TP will be available for the 2018 cycle of the sessions of the Committee and its Subcommittees.

Another flagship event: UN/Germany International Conference on International cooperation towards low-emission and resilient societies, to be held in Bonn, Germany, from 22 to 24 November 2017.

TP 6: International cooperation towards low-emission and resilient societies
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